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his article describes a system for knowledge-based 
 extraction from Web-documents, reading HTML 
tructured documents using logic inference and text 

ion. The system uses a multimedia speech 
, into windows environment. The users could be 
sons searching filtered information without paying 

attention, display-disable readers or visually 
ersons. In to first stage structured digital texts like 
ain books (e-books) it plows read and translated to 
 headed, name of chapters, subdivisions, words key, 
aphs of the text are read. The user personalizes his 
g keywords and the user can move inside the text 
 paragraphs and listening his contents. This project 
eases the availability of electronic-texts for persons 
ing handicap.  
– Text to speech, natural language interface, 
 extraction   

I. INTRODUCTION 

essity exists to have a system that emits synthetic 
e Spanish language, there is a great quantity of 
sabled users that they require to be informed, 
lso applications in instrumentation and in general 
re is an interaction between visually disabled 
 a machine or an instrument. Some technologies 
 people are available [1], like improved computer 
screen readers, Braille displays, voice input 
d browser developments, but in the case of screen 
y are not specifically designed for Web use [2].      
nthesizer is used in combination with technical of 
telligence to develop a system of extraction of 
 of documents Web, to help to a better 
tion of the Hispanic users using their natural 

The development provides a system that emits 
panish of the words contained in the paragraphs 
 format ASCII, HTML, or XML, of internet Web 
rying out a concatenation of the phonemes 
o the sequence of the letters of the text.  
pment gives a system with emission of voices in 
 the words contained in the paragraph of texts in 
CII, HTML or XML of Internet Web pages. The 
ines a group of rules for the pronunciation of the 
ough the selection of the phonemes that these 
 to the successions of letters of the words in 
he tone of the emitted voice is according to the 
n of the paragraph, this way it changes if it is a 
 statement or an admiration phrase. 

The system has an interface based on voice, asking to the 
user if he requires the reading of the whole text or he prefers 
only the heads of the text.  

II. METHODOLOGY 
The system works using methods of the artificial 
intelligence, where the inputs are the texts and the outputs 
are the words spoken in Spanish. In the figure 1 the block 
called inference motor has in his input the structured 
document and executes an inference program that applies 
the rules stored in the block Databases of rules and then it 
emits a sequence of characters that they are applied to the 
voice synthesizer.  
The system uses a general representation of the knowledge 
of the artificial intelligence [3], and it is represented in the 
following outline model: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig 1. Outline work model.  
 
 
The inference rule has the form:  
Antecedent  → Consequent         (1) 
<Word> (Sequence of letters) → phoneme(s)    (2) 
phoneme(s) → Spanish-Word       (3) 
For each word, we have:  
<Word> :=<f1> <f2> <f3>... <fn>       (4) 
Where: f1, f2, fn, are the connected phonemes, that form the 
word.  
The Database of rules is defined before the system is used, 
and it is based on the selection of the phonemes or in its 
individual sounds. Each word is revised to determine if the 
sequence of characters coincides with a sequence of an 
inference rule and it chains the phonemes with the previous 
phonemes, forming the final word.   
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We use the synthesizer RC sys [4], it uses the technique of 
code lineal predictive (LPC). It has some phonemes in 
Spanish for the vowels and some letters, and these are:  
a, e, ei, i, o, u, ñ, n, y.  
A programming tool was used, denominated Developer's 
tools kit[4], and it is used for the control of:  
Tone.  
Speed.  
Volume.  
Punctuation.  
Way text.  
One program make the definition of the base of rules and 
another program reads the text from a file or it takes a 
sentence from the keyboard. It is possible to change the 
language without changing the code of the programs 
because it is only necessary to change the file that defines to 
the database of rules for this language. An algorithm of 
search of sequence of characters corresponding to sounds in 
the base of rules is used [5]. 
The user can advance of paragraph in paragraph and to 
return and to repeat the same paragraph. The programs were 
developed in language Visual C++.  
The set of phonemes used in Mexican Spanish is practically 
a subset of phonemes used in English, this way the table 1 
shows consonants and their sounds in phonemes in Spanish.  
 
 

Table 1. Letters consonants and their issued phonemes. 

Consonants Sound Consonants Sound 

b b ñ ñ 
c k p p 
d dh q k 
f f r r 
g g s s 
h - t t 
j h v v 
k k w w 
l l y y 
ll y z s 
m m   
n n   

 
 
 
 

III. RESULTS 
 
The system transforms texts with formats: ASCII, HTML or 
XML of Internet Web pages to voice in Spanish, with angle-
American accent, because the circuit voice-synthesizer is 
manufactured essentially for the English language, however 
their voices are recognized in acceptable form and the 
recognition is increased when the hearing gets used to their 
sounds. The system has problems to accentuate the letter “a” 
at the end of the words, like in the words in Spanish “mamá” 
and “papá”.  In this first stage structured digital texts like 
public domain books (e-books) are read and translated to 
voice. 

The system will be being improved to complete it with the 
automatic searching specific information into the Web. 
  

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
 
The system can be used to provide an interface to give 
communication language natural between man and machine, 
and in applications prosecution information to obtain 
intelligent instrumentation [6]. In general the system can 
read structured documents used in Web-Internet, the user 
can select through an interface via voice the content that he 
wants to listen. The system is very useful to process 
structured documents of the Internet mainly the books type 
e-book, where the visually weak or visually impaired user 
moves through them listening the paragraphs. The system 
can also be used for reading of texts in English with an 
excellent accent. The system can be used to provide an 
interface of communication in language natural man-
machine and to obtain intelligent instrumentation. The 
system can also be used for treatment of texts in English 
with an excellent accent.  
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